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Dancable synthpop/europop with soulful lyrics and 80s style vocals. 5 MP3 Songs POP: New Wave,

ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: Singer/songwriter/producer davidmahr has been creating and performing

popular synthpop/dance music since the mid 1990s. His first two CDs, 1997's No Drama! and 1999's Lost

 Found, featured the hit songs "I Could Be So Fortunate," "Little Boy Blue," "Out of Control" and "Days

After Night." His latest CD single entitled Only You was released in June 2001 and features the hit title

Yazoo cover track, the dancefloor stomper "Sugar Candi (What You Mean to Me)" and the darker, more

intimate "Century." Inspired by various favorite 80s synthpop bands (Depeche Mode, Yazoo, Erasure,

Eurythmics and Thompson Twins), davidmahr's songs are filled with telling lyrics and beautiful melodies

underlined by bouncy synth-based hooks, danceable bass lines, and layers of electronic music textures.

davidmahr CDs can be purchased online at Amazonor from davidmahr Music, and a selection from each

can be downloaded at mp3.com/davidmahr. He also runs a synthpop/europop/dance music themed MP3

radio station online at mp3.com/stations/popboy. davidmahr's popular music has also been featured on

several compilations, including Sibilance #1 and #2 from Trip Records and most recently on HeyDay

records sampler CD Glittering Clouds - Autumn in New York. "More Each Day," taken from the Lost 

Found CD, and an exclusive remix of "Sugar Candi" from Only You were recently released exclusively

online at mp3.com/davidmahr. davidmahr is currently in the studio writing and recording tracks for his

next full-length CD scheduled for release in 2002. He also recently completed production of two Yazoo

cover songs, Mr. Blue and Walk Away From Love (with his new band project - The Agency) to be

included on a tribute CD from Ninthwave Records to be released in early 2002.
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